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Abstract 
A class of sequential programs is distributed through a series of program transformations. To 
construct a concurrent solution, a sequential solution is given first. A decision is made about the 
distribution of the variables and the sequential solution is transformed so that guards at the 
outermost level can be evaluated using variables that will be allocated to one process only. Next 
we introduce processes and communication. The resulting distributed algorithm does not 
terminate, but it will become quiescent, and in this state the original postcondition will hold. 
The distributed algorithm is highly nondeterministic and not network specific. A synchroniz- 
ation primitive, the nonblocking channel, is introduced and used to generalize the first 
distributed solution to a larger class of networks. 
We give two examples of problems that can be solved with this approach. First we show how 
a more general version of the load-balancing algorithm of [9] can be derived as an instance of 
this class. Next we instantiate our solution to arrive at an algorithm for distributed sorting. 
Finally we refine this solution to arrive at a terminating distributed sorting algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
The algorithms we present in this paper have been constructed with a specific 
architecture in mind: a message passing multicomputer with many small nodes. 
Unlike single instruction multiple data (SIMD) machines, synchronization is not 
implied, but has to be programmed. It is unlikely that all processors will perform the 
same task in synchrony; if they would, a SIMD machine would be more suitable for 
the task. One would like to develop algorithms that can be used in a wide variety of 
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contexts. The should therefore depend on analysis of particu- 
lar or on about other performed by processors. These 
make the of synchronization to predict, syn- 
chronization kept to minimum in algorithms developed It also 
unlikely that programs, whose does not on properties 
the network, the workload the processors, most efficient. algorithms 
presented this paper therefore highly 
We will only weak about the network that 
the nodes. assume that can use about the and 
perhaps complete programs make our solution more and 
perhaps efficient. In experience, this out to a good The 
algorithm distributed sorting here allows to make of more 
in a than previous that were deterministic, but 
restricted to specific communication This property caused it 
outperform the solutions, even relatively small [7]. For 
load-balancing example did not a deterministic to compare to, but 
nondeterminism is more inherent this problem, do not that 
the was appropriate this problem well. 
The of this focuses on construction, and though the 
gives direction the derivation, try to the formalism for us much as 
2. Transformations of a sequential program 
We use an extended subset of Dijkstra’s [4] guarded command language. We allow 
any commutative infix operator as a quantifier in a quantified expression. The 
meaning of such an expression is the meaning of the expression after expanding the 
expression for each value in its range separated by the operator. 
Our task is to find a distributed implementation for the program in Fig. 1. In this 
program iRj describes a finite directed acyclic graph; iRj is true just when the graph 
has a directed edge from node i to node j. Condition C(Ui, Uj) is understood not to 
modify any variables. Condition c and statement S operate on their arguments only. 
The type of the variables Vi is left unspecified. We assume the program is correct; there 
(V(i 1: Di = vi)} 
do I] (i, j: iRj: C(Vi, uj) -+ S(vi, uj)) od 
IQ> 
Fig. 1. 
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exist an invariant P and a bound function bf that satisfy 
0 v(i::Q= vj)*P 
0 V(i,j: iRj:P A C(Ui,Vj) A bs= BF * Wp(S(Ui, Vj), P A bf< BF)) 
l PA V(i,j:iRj:lc(v,,Vj))jQ 
l bf > constant 
We intend to allocate variable ni to process i. For any additional variables that we 
introduce, we will honor the convention that the first subscript denotes the process to 
which the variable will be allocated. However, we delay the introduction of processes 
and communications as long as possible, since properties of sequential programs are 
easier to prove. As a first step we introduce variables “ij to replace the variables Vj. 
This allows us to evaluate the guard locally. We could have tried to maintain the 
invariant V(i, j : iRj : Uij = Vj). Maintaining this invariant would require statements that 
involve variables of more than two processes, which might make the distributed 
solution inefficient. A solution that involves variables from only two processes in each 
alternative is given in Fig. 2. 
It is easily verified this program will establish the same postcondition as the original 
program. The bound function is now a two tuple, (bf N(i,j: iRj: Uij # Vj)). This bound 
function decreases (lexicographic ordering) on every iteration and is bounded from 
below, therefore the second program also terminates. Curiously enough the variables 
vii need not appear in the invariant: the invariant is the same as the invariant of the 
original program. Therefore their initial value need not be specified. 
We now remark that the alternative that we have added on the outermost level of 
the program has guard Vj # Uij which cannot be evaluated locally. We solve this 
problem by introducing variables ovji for which we maintain the invariant 
V(i, j: iRj: ovji = Vij). This invariant can be maintained with statements involving 
variables of two processes only. The resulting program can be found in Fig. 3. 
In order to establish the new conjunct in the invariant we have been forced to make 
a choice for the initial value of the OUji. The bound function for the program in Fig. 2 
can also be used to show that the algorithm in Fig. 3 terminates. The extended 
(V(i::Vi = vi)} 
do 13 (i, j: iRj: c(v~, vij) -+ if c(V~, vj) -+ S(vi, Uj) 
0 1 C(Vi, Vj) + Vij I= Vj 
fi) 
0 0 (i,j:iRj:vj#uij-tviji:=vj) 
od 
Fig. 2. 
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{V(i 1: Vi = vi)} 
; (i, j: iRj : OVji := vij) ; 
do 0 (i, j: iRj: C(Vi, Vij) + if C(Vi, Vj) 4 S(Vi, Vj) 
0 lC(Vi, Vj) --) Uij, OzIji:= Vj, Vj 
fi) 
0 0 (i,j:iRj:oj # OVji --* Uij, OVji := Vj, Uj) 
od 
Fig. 3. 
invariant and the negation of all guards implies the original postcondition. Therefore 
this program is a correct refinement as well. 
Since the statements in the alternatives in Fig. 3 contain references to variables that 
are not local to one process, communication will have to be introduced at this point. 
When we inspect the program in Fig. 3, we see that for a pair of processes (i, j) that 
satisfy iRj a communication can be initiated both by process i and by process j. 
Obviously this might create a deadlock; i may be committed to a communication with 
j to jointly execute the first alternative, whereas j is dedicated to a communication 
with i to jointly execute the second alternative. One solution to this problem is to 
merge both alternatives and use the same channels, which implies that the communi- 
cation will succeed if both processes are dedicated to communicating with each other, 
irrespective of which process initiated the communication. The algorithm where both 
alternatives have been merged is given in Fig. 4. 
This algorithm also maintains the invariant P A V(i, j: iRj: OVji = vii) and also 
decreases (bf, N(i, j : iRj : Oij # Uj)) on every iteration. Because we have not changed the 
guards, the algorithm in Fig. 4 is a correct refinement as well. 
{V(i:: Ui = K)> 
; (i, j : iRj: Ovji I= Vij) ; 
do 0 (i, j: iRj: C(Vi, Vij) * So(Vi, Vj); Vij, OUji I= Uj, Uj) 
[I fl (i,j:iRj:vj # OVji ~ SO(Vi, Vj); Vij, OVji := Vj, Vj) 
od 
where So(t~i, vj) 3 if C(vi, Vj) + S’(Vi, Vj) (I 1 C(Vi, vj) + skip fi 
Fig. 4 
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3. Processes and communication 
Now that all guards of the loop can be evaluated locally, we are ready to introduce 
processes and communication. For two statements S and T, S )/ T denotes their 
parallel execution. The semantics of the message passing primitives is as described by 
Martin [ll]. The main difference with Hoare’s proposal in [S] is in the naming of 
channels rather than processes. In [6], the same author proposes to name channels 
instead of processes in communication commands, but differs from our notation by 
using one name per channel instead of our two: output command R!E in one process 
is paired with input command L?v in another process by declaring the pair (R, L) to be 
a channel between the two processes. Each channel is between two processes only. 
When declaring (R, L) to be a channel, we write the name on which the output actions 
are performed first and the name on which the input actions are performed last. We 
allow the channels to be probed (cf. [12]) on one side. In this paper the side of the 
channel that is probed is the side on which the input actions are performed. The 
semantics of the if statement is reinterpreted (cf. [S]). If all guards in an if statement 
evaluate to false, its execution results in suspension of the execution rather than abort. 
When the guards contain no shared variables, an if statement that is suspended 
remains suspended forever and therefore this definition is compatible with the original 
semantics. 
Our next task is to split the statement S,, into two statements, each involving 
variables of one process only. The construction is given in Fig. 5. 
A natural choice for Sh and Sl that satisfies the requirement would be to have them 
differ from So only in their arguments. 
So(Vi, Vj); Vij, OVji := Vj, Vj 
= {new variables Xi and Xj, 
requireXi=VjAXj=ViAi#j* 
Sb(Vi, Xi) // S[(Xj, Vj) = S()(Vt> Vj); xi, xj:= Vj, vi> 
(xi:= vj (1 Xj:= Vi); 
((S&(Vi, Xi); Vij := Xi) )/ (S$(Xj, Vj); OVji := Vj)) 
= {implement first two assignments and synchronization as com- 
munications using channels (downij, downji) and (Upji, Upij)} 
((Upij?Xi I( doWn,j! Vi); S&(Vi, Xi); Uij:= Xi) 
1) ((Upji! Vj )I downji? Xj); Sg(Xj, Vj); OVji := Vj) 
Fig. 5 
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The only statement in Fig. 4 that remains to be distributed is the initialization of the 
variables OVji. The invariant merely requires OUji = Uij, hence we can choose any initial 
value for these variables as long as it is the same for corresponding uij and OVji. 
We have chosen not to worry about termination at this stage. One problem for 
which we have used this solution, a distributed load-balancing algorithm, was in- 
tended not to terminate. We arrive at the solution in Fig. 6. We have renamed the 
dummy in the first and fourth alternative in order to textually separate alternatives 
that result in a communication with a predecessor in R from alternatives that result in 
a communication with a successor. 
The first two alternatives jointly implement he first alternative of Fig. 4. Since the 
original guard is evaluated in one of the two processes only, a new guard has to be 
found for the other process that becomes true just when the first one is. Since the body 
of the alternative starts with communication actions, probing one of the channels 
gives us just the right condition. Following [ 121, C (read c-probe) evaluates to true just 
when a communication on c is pending. 
We have replaced a terminating algorithm by a nonterminating one, and therefore 
cannot expect that this algorithm implements our original one. We do expect the 
following: 
{V(i 1: Ui = vi)} 
I/(i:: 
; (j:iRj:Uij:= V); 
; (h:hRi:oUih:= I’); 
do true+ 
if fl (j: iRj: C(Ui, vij) --* (UPij?Xi (1 dOWnij! Vi); 
Sb(Ui) Xi); Uij I= Xi) 
[I 0 (h: hRi:downih --* (Up,,! Ui 1) dOWni*?Xi); 
S~(Xi, Vi); OUih := Vi) 
[I 0 (h : hRi: Vi # OVih + (UPON! Vi(1 downih?Xi); 
sl(xi, vi); Ouih := vi) 
0 [I (j:iRj:G + (UJlij?Xi I( dOWnij!Ui); 
S&(Vi, Xi); llij I= Xi) 
fi 
od 
Fig. 6. 
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(1) When all processes are quiescent, and this condition is stable, the original 
postcondition is established. 
(2) After finite time all processes are quiescent and stay quiescent. 
Quiescence is defined as the state in which a process is suspended. We now show 
that the first requirement is not met by the program in Fig. 6. The relation iRj does not 
allow directed cycles, but it does allow cycles. Since the communications may go in 
either direction any cycle may cause deadlock when all processes in such a cycle are 
suspended on a communication with a successor in the cycle. If the graph represented 
by iRj is cycle-free, the above is a correct implementation of the original algorithm. 
Because we do not want to restrict R, we opt for a different solution. We do not give 
a proof of correctness of the algorithm in Fig. 6 for restricted iRj, but we will prove 
correctness of the more general version. 
require, that the of outputs number 
or make about the channel 
a channel c,), 
l rc E number of c,? actions that have not been followed by a ci! action, 
and, following [ll], 
l CA = number of completed A-actions, 
l qA z ‘an A-action is pending’, 
a nonblocking channel is characterized by 
0 lqci!, 
0 CC,? < CCi!, 
l 0 d rc d slack, 
0 qc,?*rc = 0. 
In the above the nonblocking channel is represented by a pair (ci, c,) and two 
operations, ci! and c,?, which satisfy the properties given. Another example of 
a construct that satisfies these axioms is a special kind of semaphore, represented by 
a single variable, with the usual V-operation that increases the semaphore, but a 
P-operation that suspends if the semaphore is 0, but sets it to 0 and completes if it is 
greater than 0. In this case dack = 1. 
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process nbchan (in, out) = 
b := false; 
do true + 
- 
if in -+ in?; b := true 
0 into A b + into?; b:= false 
fi 
od 
II 
do true + inti!; out! od 
Fig. I. 
Fig. 7 gives an implementation of a nonblocking channel with slack = 2 that does 
not share variables between processes. When the values communicated are irrelevant, 
they are omitted. 
Since both of the alternatives in the alternative statement of the first process are 
probed, and since both alternatives involve no further communications, both are 
guaranteed to terminate, hence no output action on the channel is ever suspended. 
The local boolean ensures that the number of communications on out never exceeds 
the number of communications on in by more than the slack of the local channel 
(inti, into), and ensures the first alternative in the first process is chosen eventually. We 
assume the slack is zero; since both processes of the nonblocking channel can reside 
on the same processor, this does not present complications when implementing the 
channel. We can get rid of this assumption by exchanging inti! and into? in the 
program, but we have not done so because some implementations of concurrent 
programming languages do not allow the input side of a channel to be probed. At 
most two output actions can follow an input action, hence slack = 2 for this non- 
blocking channel. If the last action on the channel was an input action, either b = true 
or the second process is suspended on an output action. In either case an output 
action will not suspend. 
5. A solution with nonblocking channels 
The new channel allows us to modify the solution in Fig. 6. For a pair of processes 
(i, j) for which iRj holds, the code for the alternatives that implement a communication 
initiated by process i remains unchanged. Process j, however, uses a nonblocking 
channel to process i to request a joint action. The action by such a process j on the 
nonblocking channel does not lead to progress. That problem is resolved using the 
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boolean variables sentij. We use the additional channels (to,, toij) and (fromij,fromji) 
to communicate with the nonblocking channel processes. Finally, we have changed 
the order of the statements in such a way that if alternatives that textually precede 
others are more likely to be executed, long chains of processes waiting for each other 
are less likely to occur. Correctness of this algorithm, and the following ones, does not 
depend on that order: the semantics of the if statements merely states that one of the 
alternatives for which the guard evaluates to true is executed. The resulting algorithm 
is given in Fig. 8. 
We prove that the program in Fig. 8 satisfies the following properties: 
(1) When the program is quiescent, the original postcondition is established. 
(2) The program becomes quiescent in finite time. 
Proof of (1): By definition, quiescence occurs when all processes are suspended. 
Processes can be suspended either because all guards in the if statement arefalse or 
because a process is suspended on a communication. We show that if any process is 
suspended on a communication, not all processes are suspended. A process cannot be 
(V(i 1: Ui = vi)} 
)/(i:: 
; (j:iRj:Vij:= V); 
; (h : hRi : mih := V; senti,, := false) ; 
do true+ 
if D (h: hRi:dmq, --f Sentih := false; 
(up,,! vi 1) downih?xi); 
S[(Xi 3 Ui); OZlih I= Vi) 
0 0 (j:iRj:c(~i, Vij) j (upij?xi I/ downij! Vi); 
Sh(Vi, Xi); Uij I= Xi) 
0 0 (j: iRj :fromij + fromij?; (upij?xi 11 downij! Vi); 
S~(Ui, Xi); zlij := Xi) 
0 0 (h : hRi : Vi # OUih A lsent, * 
tOih!; sentih := true) 
fl 
od ) 
/) /) (i,j: jRi: nbchan(to;, fromij)) 
Fig. 8 
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suspended on any of the communications in the first alternative; downij becomes true 
only when another process is committed to a set of communications matching those in 
the first alternative. A process cannot be suspended on the communication in the 
fourth alternative either because it is a communication on a nonblocking channel, 
Thus a process i can be suspended only on one of the communications in the second or 
third alternatives, i.e., a communication with a process j such that iRj holds. It follows 
that process j must be suspended on a communication, since at least one of the guards 
in its alternative statement (downij) is true. From the finiteness of R and from the fact 
that the transitive closure of R is irreflexive, it follows that a process exists that is 
suspended on a communication with a process that is not suspended on a communica- 
tion, and, since one of its guards is true, not suspended at all, which is a contradiction. 
It follows that quiescence occurs only when all guards in the if statements of all 
processes are false. We first prove lsentij. If sentji is true and all processes are 
quiescent a message has been sent on toji that has not been followed by the receipt of 
a message onfrom+ Had it been followed by such a message, the resulting commun- 
ication between process i and j must have been completed since all processes are 
suspended, thus sentji had been set to false again. The specification of the nonblocking 
channel guarantees us that a communication on to will result in from becoming true, 
therefore the situation in which sentij is true precludes the processes from staying 
quiescent. V(i, j: iRj :l C(Zli, uij) A Vi = ovji) and the invariant V(i, j : iRj: Uij = ouji) 
implies V(i,j: iRj:lc(vi, Uj)) which suffices to show that the old postcondition is 
established. 
Proof of (2): The four-tuple (bf, N(i, j: iRj: vij # Vj), N(i,j:jRi: Sentij = (Vi = OVij)), 
N(i,j:jRi: Ctoij! - cfiomji?)) decreases for the fourth alternative and for each other 
matching pair of alternatives in the program and is bounded from below. Checking 
this is not difficult, and it is left to the reader. 
One last remark: using the nonblocking channel as a primitive, one can translate 
the algorithm in Fig. 3 directly. We chose to refine the algorithm in Fig. 6, because it 
gives a solution with fewer channels. 
6. A load-balancing algorithm 
In this section we show how a generalized version of the load-balancing algorithm 
of Hofstee et al. [9] can be derived with this approach. A sequential program that 
establishes the required balance is given in Fig. 9. 
{V(i ::pi = Pi)> 
do 0 (i, j::pi < T A pj > T+ pi, pj:= pi + 1, pj - 1) od 
{V(i::pi 3 T) v V(i::pi < T)> 
Fig. 9. 
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In this program pi represents the number of tasks in node i, and T a threshold. This 
program does not have the desired form of Fig. 1, because iRj in the range would be 
true for all pairs (i,j) and thus not represent a directed acyclic graph. We therefore 
choose a subset for our relation. If the subset is chosen in such a way that iRj 
represents a rooted directed acyclic graph that spans the original graph, we can rewrite 
the algorithm as in Fig. 10. 
Upon termination, a predecessor of a node with less than T tasks will have less than 
T tasks. By induction all predecessors of a node will have less than T tasks if that node 
has less than T tasks. Since the root is a predecessor of all other nodes in a rooted 
directed acyclic graph, it has less than T tasks upon termination if any node has less 
than T tasks upon termination. Similarly, the root will have more than T tasks if any 
node has more than T tasks. Since the two conditions are mutually exclusive, the 
original postcondition is established when all guards are false. A bound function for 
this program is xi wi (pi - TI where Wi is the longest distance to the root. The function 
is bound by 0 and decreases on every iteration, hence the algorithm terminates. 
We now have two alternatives, whereas the desired program only has one. There- 
fore we rewrite the algorithm once more to get the desired form (Fig. 11). The inner do 
statement may be replaced by an if statement, but that is likely to be less efficient. 
(V(i :: pi = P,)> 
do 0 (i,j:iRj:p, < T A pi 3 T+ pi, pj:= pi + 1, pj - 1) 
II I](i,j:iRj:pi>T~pj<T-+p~,p~:=p~-l,pj+l) 
od 
{V(i::pi 3 T) v V(i::p, < T)) 
Fig. 10. 
(V(i::pi = Pi)} 
do(l(i,j:iRj:(pi<Tr\pj~T)~(pi>Tr\p~~T)~ 
do pi < T A pj 3 T-+ pi, pj:= pi + 1, pi - 1 
0 Pi>TApj~T~Pi,pj:=Pi-l,pj+l 
od 
od 
(V(i::pi 2 T) v V(i::pi < T)} 
Fig. 11. 
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II(i :: 
; (j:iRj:pij:= 0); 
; (h : hRi : opih := 0; senti, := fake) ; 
do true+ 
if 0 (h: hRi:dOWnih + .Sentih := false; 
(UPih!Pi (/ dOWnth?Xt); 
sl(xi, Pi); opih := pi) 
0 0 (j:iRj:c(pi,pij)~(upij?xi(IdOWnij!pi); 
sA(Pi, Xi); Pij+ xi) 
fl fl (j:iRj:fG +fiomij?; (Upij?Xi I/ dOWnij!pi); 
sh(Pi, xi); Pij:” Xi) 
0 0 (h: hRi:pi # Opih A lSentih+ 
toih!; sent& := true) 
I] Pi + Pi?pi 
fi 
04 
(/ [/ (i, j : jRi : nbchUn(tOij, fromij)) 
C(Pi, Pij) = (Pi < T A Pij > T) V (Pi > T A Pij < T) 
sh(Pi, Pj) = s:(Pi, Pj) = SO(Pi, Pj) = 
ifC(pi,pj)~dop,<Tr\pj~T~pi,P~:=P~+l,pj-l 
I] pi > T A pj 9 T-, pi, Pj:= pi - 1, pj + 1 
od 
0 lc(Pi, Pj) + skip 
fi 
= 
do pi < T A pj ~ T-* pi, pj:= pi + 1, pj - 1 
0 ~~>TA~~~T~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~+l 
od 
Fig. 12. 
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Now that the algorithm has the form of Fig. 1, we can apply the transformation to 
obtain the distributed solution in Fig. 12. 
The fifth alternative that we have added represents the consumption or generation 
of tasks by another process. Of course we can now no longer prove that the load will 
be balanced eventually, but it follows from our proofs that the load will become 
balanced across the network if the fifth alternative is no longer executed, and that 
actions that do not involve the fifth alternative lead to progress towards a balanced 
state. A complete solution should communicate tasks whenever the pi are changed; the 
extension is trivial. The solution derived here is more general than the solution 
presented in [9] since it allows the communication graph to contain cycles (but no 
directed cycles). The network can thus be chosen in such a way that the root is not 
a bottleneck, even for very inhomogeneous problems. The solution can be generalized 
to more thresholds in exactly the same manner as the solution presented in [9]. 
7. Distributed sorting 
A program that sorts bags according to the relation R is given in Fig. 13. 
We see that it has the shape we required in Fig. 1, and therefore the algorithm in 
Fig. 14 is a correct refinement. 
In this program we have made a slightly different choice for S& and S,‘J’ than in the 
load-balancing example to avoid updating both bags in both nodes. It is easily verified 
that this choice satisfies the requirement on Sh and S; in Fig. 5 in Section 3. Inspection 
of the algorithm in Fig. 14 reveals that, even though whole bags are communicated, 
only their minimum or only their maximum is relevant. Thus it suffices to send 
a minimum or a maximum only. We modify the program accordingly and arrive at the 
solution in Fig. 1.5. 
Obviously the program can be improved by introducing variables to maintain the 
minimum and maximum of a bag. Also we can leave out one of the communications in 
Sb and Si, because the value communicated is never used. The program can even be 
modified to avoid both communications in the statements Sh and S$. These commun- 
ications can be left out if the statements Sh and S; and the following assignments to 
bij and cbij are reversed in order. The resulting program is a refinement of the program 
{V(i 1: bi = Bi)} 
do fl (i,j: iRj: max(bi) > min(bj) + 
bi, bj:= bi - WZdX(bi) + Wli?Z(bj), bj - WkZ(bj) + T?WZX(bi)) 
od 
Fig. 13. 
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{V(i :: bi = Bi)} 
(1 (i:: 
; (j:iRj:bij:= 8) ; 
; (h : hRi : obih := 0; sent, := false) ; 
do true -+ 
if [I (h: hRi:downih -+ Senti* := false; 
(upih! bi )( downi,?xi); 
S$(xi, 6,); obih I= bi) 
n I] (j:iRj:c(bi, b,) --* (upij?xi 11 downij! bi); 
S&(bi, xi); bij := xi) 
0 0 (j: iRj :fromij +fromij?; (Upij?xi /I downij! bi); 
S~(bi, xi); bij := xi) 
0 0 (h:hRi:bi #obih A lSentih+ 
tOih!; .Wlti~ := true) 
fi 
od ) 
11 /((i, j: jRi: nbchan(to:j, fromij)) 
C(bi, bij) = max(bi) > min(bij) 
S~(bi, xi) = if c(bi, xi) + bi I= bi - max(bi) + min(xi) 
0 Tc(bi, xi) --) skip 
fi; (upij?Xi 11 downij! bi) 
Si(xi, bi) = if c(x~, bi) -+ bi:= bi - min(bi) + max(xJ 
0 1 c(xi, bi) + skip 
fi; (up,,! bi I( downih?xi) 
Fig. 14. 
in Fig. 4 where the order of the statements SO and the multiple assignment directly 
following it has been reversed. That program is still a refinement of the program in 
Fig. 1. It has the same bound function and maintains the invariant of the corresponding 
refinements. However, the program will go through more iterations before termina- 
ting or becoming quiescent because the second part of the bound function increases by 
one more, as compared to the algorithm given, whenever the first part decreases. 
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{V(i :: bi = Bi)} 
I( (i :: 
; (j:iRj:bij:= CO); 
; (h : hRi : obih := CO; senfih := false) ; 
do true -+ 
if 0 (h: hRi:downih -+ Set&h :=false; 
(upih!min(bi) 1) downih?xi); 
Sl(xi, bi); obih := min(bi)) 
fl 0 (j:iRj:c(bi, bij) + (upij?xi /I doWnij!max(bi)); 
Sh(bi, Xi); bij:= Xi) 
0 0 (j:iRj:f$ + fromij?; (upij?xi /) downij!max(bi)); 
SA(bi, xi); b, := xi) 
0 0 (h : hRi : min(bi) # obih A 1 sentg, -+ 
tOih!; sentih := true) 
fi 
od ) 
1) ]/ (i, j :jRi : nbchan(toij, fkmij)) 
c(bi, b,j) = max(bi) > bij 
Sb(bi, Xi) = if max(bi) > Xi -+ bi := bi - max(bi) + Xi 
I] lmax(bi) d xi + skip 
fi; (Upij?Xi I/ downij!max(bi)) 
S;(Xi, bi) = if Xi > min(bi) + bi I= bi - min(bi) + Xi 
fl xi < min(bi) + skip 
fi; (UPih!min(bi) 1) doWni,?xi) 
Fig. 15. 
As a final transformation we add variables that allow us to detect termination. This 
transformation is specific for the sorting problem. We assume that the bags are 
numbered from 0 to N and that the pairs (i, i + 1) for 0 < i < N form a subset of R, 
that is, we assume we want a total sort. Obviously, a termination condition for 
a process must be a stable condition, which presses us to look for monotonic 
variables. The reasoning is similar to that in [lo]. The minimum and maximum of any 
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individual bag may change nonmonotonically. However, we can prove that for any 
union of bags Ibi = + (k : 0 < k < i < N : bk), the maximum decreases monotonically, 
and for any union of bags rbi = +(k : 0 < i < k < N : bk) the minimum increases 
monotonically. We can easily verify this by inspecting Fig. 13. The minima and 
maxima change by exchanging elements between bags only. If both bags are in one of 
the sets described above, or both are not, its minimum, or maximum, does not change. 
If one bag is in the set and the other is not, then if i < j only (i,j) can be in R since 
adding (j, i) to R would create a directed cycle. This implies that in that case the 
minimum of bag j only increases and the maximum of bag i only decreases. 
We introduce variables that approximate the maxima and minima of the sets 
introduced above. The following invariant is maintained: V(i, j : iRj : LMji = PM,, > 
max(lbi)) A V(i, j:jRi: rmji = pmij < min(rbi)). We arrive at the solution in Fig. 16. 
Verifying the equalities in the invariant is easy, they hold initially, and every 
assignment to PM or pm is followed by a pair of communications that restores the 
invariant. The other two relations in the invariant hold because none of the PM,, or 
pmij can be assigned a value that does not satisfy the relation, unless one of the other 
variables PM, or pmij did not satisfy the relation. This follows from the form of the 
assignments to the pm and PM. Since all pm and PM are guaranteed to satisfy the 
relations in the invariant initially, the invariant is maintained. 
Given this invariant, and the old invariant, we prove that the final program satisfies 
the original specification: 
(1) Termination of all processes implies the old postcondition. 
(2) Not all processes are suspended. (Unless they have all terminated.) 
(3) Each matching pair of alternatives decreases a bound function. 
Proof of (1): 
V(i, j: jRi : LMij Q pmij) A V(i, j: iRj: PM,, < rmij) 
=z- (Invariant: PMij = LMji} 
V(i, j: iRj : LM,, < rmij) 
F {Invariant : LMj, > mUX(Zbi) A rmij < min(rbj)) 
V(i, j : iRj : max(lbi) < LMji < rmij d min(rbj)) 
* {mUx(bi) f ??WX(lbi), hl(rbj) < Wk(bj)} 
V(i, j : iRj : max(bi) < min(bj)) 
Proof of(2): Not all processes are suspended or terminated, unless they have all 
terminated: 
First we claim that a process i that has not terminated and is blocked on a commun- 
ication has a successor j such that iRj holds and j has the same property. Since R is 
acyclic and finite, this implies that no process is blocked on a communication. The 
reasoning is virtually identical to the reasoning in Section 5, with one important 
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{V(i::bi = Bi)} 
//(i:: 
; (j:iRj:bij,rmij,PMij:= + Co, - Co, + Co); 
; (h:hRi:Obih, sentih, LMih, pF?Zih:= + Go,fulse, + Co, -CO); 
do 3 (j : jRi : LMij > pmij) v 3 ( j : iRj : PMij > rmij) + 
if 0 (h: hRi :~OWQ~ -+ sentih:=fulse; 
pmih I= min(bi + +(k: iRk: rmik)); 
(uPih!(min(bi), pmih) I/ downih?(Xi, LMih)); 
S;;(Xi, bi); obi* := ??litl(bi)) 
I] I] (j:iRj:max(bi) > bij A PMij >rmij+ 
PMij := max(bi + + (k : kRi : LMi,)); 
(Upij?(Xi, rmij) 11 downij!(max(bi), PMij)); 
S;l(bi, xi); bij := Xi) 
0 0 (j: iRj :fromij A PMij > rmij +fiomij?; 
PMij I= max(bi + + (k : kRi : LMi,)); 
(UPij?(Xi, rmij) )I downij!(max(bi), PMij)); 
Sb(bi, xi); bij := Xi) 
0 fl (h : hRi : min(bi) # obih A lsentih -+ 
0 fl (j:iRj:max(bi + 
0 0 (h : hRi: min(b, + 
fi 
od ) 
toih!; sentih := true) 
+ (k : kRi : LMik)) # PMij A PMij > rmij + 
PMij I= max(bi + + (k : kRi: LM,)); 
(Upij?(Xi, rmij) /) dOWtIij!(max(bi), PMij)); 
S~(bi, Xi); bij := Xi) 
+  (k : iRk : rmik)) # pmih A 1 Sentih -+ 
tOih!; St?ntih := true) 
)I 11 (i, j : jRi : nbchan(tOij, fromij)) 
Sh and S{ as before 
Fig. 16 
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exception: because processes may now terminate, we also have to show that no 
process is committed to a communication with a process that has terminated. The 
conjuncts PMij > rmij with the invariant PMij = LMji A rmij = pmji in the second, 
third, and fifth alternative guarantee just that. The rest of the proof is left to the reader. 
Next we show that if not all bags are sorted, not all processes are suspended or have 
terminated: 
3(i, j: iRj: max(bi) > k.n(bj)) 
=b {Invariants} 
3(i, j: iRj: PMij > max(lbi) > max(bi) > min(bj) 2 min(rbj) 2 pmji) 
* {Invariants} 
3(i, j: iRj: PMij > rmij A LMji > pmji A (max(bi) > bij v obji # min(bj))) 
= {guards) 
process i and process j not terminated and 
(process i not suspended or process j not suspended or sentji = true) 
We had concluded before that the situation in which Sentji s true and process i is 
not terminated eventually leads to process i not being suspended. 
The following step is to show that if all bags are sorted and all processes are 
suspended or have terminated, the property max(bi) = max(bi + + (k : kRi : LMik)) 
holds for all processes that have not terminated. We prove it holds for all processes by 
induction on the graph without directed cycles that R represents. The induction step 
requires us to prove that a node for which all predecessors atisfy the property, 
satisfies the property also: 
V( j : jRi : LMij < pmij v 
(LMij > pmij A 
* {Invariants) 
‘v’( j: jRi : LMij f pm, v 
max(bj) = max(bi + + (k: kRj: LMjk)))) 
(PMji > rmji A max(bj) = max(bj + +(k : kRj : LMj,)))) 
* {process j is suspended, guard of fifth alternative} 
Q( j:jRi: LMij < pmij v 
(PMji > rmji A max(bj) = max(bj + + (k : kRj: LMjk)) = PMji)) 
* {Invariants, sortedness) 
V( j:jRi: LMij < pmij < min(bi) v LMij = max(bj) < min(bi)) 
=+- 
max(bi) = max(bi + +( j: jRi : LMij)) 
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Finally we show that if all bags are sorted, and if all processes that have not 
terminated are suspended and have the above property, then any process i that has 
not terminated has a successor j such that iRj holds, and j has not terminated. The fact 
that R is finite and acyclic then implies that no process is suspended, thus all processes 
thave terminated, which is what we set out to prove. 
3(j:iRj:PMij>rmij)v 3(j:jRi:LMij>pmij) 
a {invariant, all proc. suspended (sent =fulse), guard of sixth alternative) 
g( j : iRj : PlMij > rmij) V 
3( j: jRi : PMj, > rmji A pmij = min(bi + + (k : iRk : rmik)) 
a {invariant, all proc. suspended, guard of fifth alternative} 
3( j: iRj: PMij > rmij) V 
3( j: jRi: PMji > rmji A pmij = min(bi + + (k : iRk : rmik)) A 
PMji = m,x(bj + + (k : kRi: LMi,))) 
=c. {invariant, max(bi) = max(bi + +(k : kRi : LMik)), sortedness) 
3( j I iRj I PMij > rmij) v 
3(j:jRi:LMij=mux(bj)>pmij=min(bi+ +(k:iRk:rmi,))r\ 
max(bj) < min(bi)) 
==s 
3( j: iRj: PMij > rmij) v 3(k : iRk : min(bi) > rmik) 
3 {PM,, 2 max(lbi) > max(bi) 2 min(bi)) 
3( j: iRj: PMij > rmij) 
Proof of (3): Each matching pair of alternatives decreases a bound function: 
The four-tuple 
(old - bf, 
N(i, j : iRj : Uij # vi) + + (i, j : iRj: PM,) - + (i, j : jRi : pmji), 
N(i, j : jRi : 1Sentij A 1 (min(bi) = obij) + 
N(i, j: jRi : 1 SenCij A 1 (min(bi + + (k : iRk : rmik)) = pmij)), 
N(i, j : jRi : Ctoij! - cfromji?)) 
decreases for the fourth and fifth alternative in the program and for each of the three 
matching pairs of alternatives. For the sake of this variant function we have to read 
+ co and - CC in the program as “some finite number bigger than anything else” and 
“some finite number smaller than everything else”, respectively. 
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8. Discussion 
This paper was written in an attempt to unify the derivation of a distributed 
algorithm for load balancing [9], with the derivation of a new series of distributed 
sorting algorithms [8] that the paper and a previous paper on distributed sorting [lo] 
inspired. Essential to the derivation is realizing that since we do not put a limit on the 
number of processes that can interact with any process and change its variables, 
information in any process about any other process is bound to be volatile. This 
problem can be overcome by imposing a high degree of synchronization, but, unless 
one is willing to make further assumptions about the specified problem, such a solu- 
tion may be inefficient. Assuming that information is volatile has the further advant- 
age that introducing other processes that modify variables in one or more of the 
processes, as in the load-balancing algorithm [9], does not present any difficulties. For 
the proof that quiescence is ultimately achieved in that case, one must make the 
assumption that these other processes are quiescent at some point in time. Other than 
that the proofs remain the same. 
Since the load-balancing algorithm does not terminate, we chose to treat termina- 
tion as a late refinement step. The nonterminating version of the sorting algorithms is 
not without merit either, it can most likely be used, for instance, in a distributed 
database application to keep a changing collection of bags sorted “on the fly”. Since 
the specification in Fig. 1 is quite general, it seems likely that several other problems 
can be cast in this form as well. 
9. Related work 
The sequential program that specifies the problem we try to distribute, is similar to 
a class of programs known as “Action systems” [l] or “Unity programs” [3]. 
The motivation for and goals of the first two refinements steps, those that maintain 
a sequential program, differs from [l] only in that we require the guards to involve 
variables local to one process only. This is related to the fact that we do not allow 
output guards in our distributed programs. In general, output guards cannot be 
implemented efficiently. More stringent conditions on the guards and structure of the 
sequential programs can ensure that a translation into communicating sequential 
processes can be generated automatically [2]. This method has the advantage of 
staying in the domain of sequential programs throughout the whole derivation. It is 
unclear, however, to what extent the restrictions on the final sequential program affect 
the efficiency of the final distributed algorithm or the ability of the programmer to find 
an efficient solution. 
Quiescence of our distributed algorithms is related to the fixpoint of a “Unity 
program”. Methods for fixpoint detection described in [3] will therefore be helpful 
when trying to detect quiescence and thus create terminating algorithms. 
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